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Upon the request of Ken Cooley, I have designed a
removable, polycarbonate cover for the eyewashstation, located in the ShapeMaster warehouse.
The need for a cover is to protect and shield the
eyewash-station from dust and debris, while also not
obstructing the station from view or reducing usability.
Due to the eyewash-station’s close proximity to various
debris-emitting machines (CNC routers, belt sanders,
bandsaws, etc.) the eyewash-station consistently is
covered in dust and bits of plastic. A clear, removable,
plastic cover allows for the station to remain clean while
also remaining visible and safe to use.

I began this project by taking some initial measurements
with a tape measure. This included the height and width
of the station; the distance it protrudes from the wall;
the amount of clearance between the top of the station
and the shelf above it, and the location of the conduit
piping just below the station.
I documented these measurements on a drawing. With
these measurements in mind, I drew out a
rough idea of what the cover would look
like. From here, I used cardboard to create
a full-sized, low-fidelity prototype. I built
the cardboard model in three parts: a right
side, left side, and front (which also folded
to create the top). By taping these pieces
together, I determined I could use one
continuous flat piece of clear plastic and
bend it into the shape I needed.

Figure 1 ShapeMaster, Inc Warehouse eyewashstation

Figure 2 A rough sketch with dimensions

Using the cardboard model as a guide, I created a CAD design in SOLIDWORKS. I designed the
part as a sheet-metal part, allowing the three-dimensional design to be flattened.

Figure 5 Cardboard model

Figure 3 Flattened model

Figure 4 3D/folded model

After completing the CAD design, I created a
program and location file using Mastercam to be
used by the CNC router. Using this file, I was able
to cut a 45” by 35” piece of 0.118” polycarbonate
on a Thermwood CNC Router.
Next, I used a calrod to heat bend the
polycarbonate to form the three-dimensional
shape of the eyewash-station cover.
To completely attach the top edges of either side
with the top of the cover I needed to bend corner
Figure 6 Polycarbonate after CNC Routing
attachments the same length of these sides and
rivet them to the main cover. I did so with 18.25” by 2” pieces of
polycarbonate which I also bent with a calrod. After making the
attachments, I placed them in their designated placements on
the cover. I then drilled holes through these pieces and the
cover every 2 inches. I attached all of the components together
using rivets.
After attaching the edges with rivets and peeling off the
protective film, the cover was ready to be mounted. I Figure 7 First
used a level and a tape measure to ensure the correct bends on the
eyewash
placement and mounted the cover with two drywall
station cover
screws.

Figure 9 The corner attachments

Figure 8The attachments and cover attached with
rivets

Figure 10 The finished eyewash-station after installation.

